Introduction
The empirical proof for the Efficient Markets Hypothesis (EMH) is based on determining if the price of financial instruments actually follows a Random Walk (RW), or in other words, if the price formation of these instruments is unpredictable and that future price is impossible to systematically forecast in order to obtain some extraordinary benefit in the marketplace. The EMH supposes that both the flow of future information and the investor's reactions are generated simultaneously and causes an "instantaneous" and random movement in prices.
According to Campbell et al. [1] the random walk is structured in three different versions, Random Walk 1, 2 and 3 (RW1, RW2 and RW3; respectively). RW1 is defined as a random walk in which the rise in prices and returns are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d), the RW2 on the other hand, requires that increments be independent, but not identically distributed, and finally the RW3, allows dependent but uncorrelated increases.
Among the pioneers for the efficient markets theory we have Bachelier [2] , who in his doctoral thesis "Théorie de la Spéculation" developed a mathematical and statistical theory from the Brownian movement, explaining the efficiency of markets through the behavior of a martingale. Years later it was Cowles [3] , who for the first time studied empirically the recommendations of stock analysts, arriving at the conclusion that their assertive opinions did not systematically prevail in the market, lending credibility to the theory of efficient markets.
In modern financial economics, Fama [4] , another pioneer in the field of efficient markets, used extensive empirical investigations which verify the random walk model in versatile markets, highlighting the challenge that the chartists faced in predicting stock prices in the face of randomness. The definition of EMH has been changed several times by Fama, and that is how the author incorporates into the efficient market theory the concepts of transaction and information costs to show that prices reflect information only up to the point that the marginal benefits don't exceed the costs (transactional and informational) [5] . Years later he would modify again the definition of EMH to incorporate market anomaly concepts into the model: "the expected value of abnormal returns is zero, but chance generates deviations from zero (anomalies) in both directions" [6] . Paralleling Fama's work, Samuelson [7] offered the first formal theoretical argument for efficient markets, in which Price changes must fluctuate unpredictably as they incorporate. Instantaneously, the expectations and information from market participants, and that is where the author employs the martingale analogy, instead of the random walk that Fama put forward.
During the last decade and a half in Latin-American there has been much work done on market efficiency. One of the first to prove the randomness of Latin-American markets was Urrutia [8] , who tested the Argentinean, Chilean and Mexican markets from 1975 to 1991 through the runs tests and quotient variation, and arriving at the conclusion that these markets do not follow a random walk. Years later, in 1997, Bekaert et al. [9] analyzed the Colombian General stock Exchange Index through runs and serial correlation test; they rejected the random walk theory from 1987 to 1994. In the new millennium, Delfiner [10] , proved the relative efficiency of the Argentinean market as compared to the United States Market from 1993 to 1998, using a quotient variant test, a modified R/S test, autocorrelation and runs test, wherein were detected certain levels of dependency in Argentinean returns and Alexander filters found that in that country there were extra gains, which were lost in commissions. In 2004, Maya [11] found the presence of randomness in the Colombian market. In 2006, Zuluaga and Velásquez [12] found that it is possible to obtain returns when the investment is made in dollars, obeying the signals originated from some indicators, but conditioned to the fact that low costs of transaction can be obtained, rejecting the efficient market hypothesis in the Colombian Foreign Exchange Market. Later, Eom et al. [13] computed the Hurst exponent to test the weak-form efficient market hypothesis in 60 market indexes of various countries. They empirically discovered that Colombia has a high average Hurst exponent that evidences a low degree of efficiency.
However, the most of the studies test only the general index stock market in an only period. This paper seeks to prove the weak-form efficient market hypothesis, both for the General Index of the Stock Exchange of Colombia and for the Colombian market´s most representative assets in different periods of time.
Methodology
The process of proving empirically begins with the definition of the simple space and the study variable, and below we perform a preliminary analysis of the series with the goal of defining if the behavior follows a normal distribution. Then, we test the data to prove if returns are independent and identically distributed, through runs and BDS tests. Finally, we verify the existence of serial autocorrelation through Barttlet and Ljung-Box (LB) test. 
Data
On July 3, 2011, the Colombian stock Exchange (BVC) consolidated the versatile markets of Bogota, Medellin, and Cali -which all operated independently before-into just one index. For this reason it is reasonable to begin this study 6 months prior to the opening of the index, or in other words starting in January 2002. In table 1, some selected companies have fewer numbers of observations owing to the fact that their activities were initiated after the opening day of the IGBC.
Using the Pareto principle, we identify the most representative Colombian shares, using as criteria the participation on the Colombian General stock Exchange Index (IGBC). In Table 1 , it is shown the stocks which form 60% of the index with the corresponding dates and number of observations.
Preliminary analysis of financial series
The objective of understanding the behavior of the data makes necessary the application of a statistical analysis which allows us to define the best adjustment of the empirical distribution. To this end we implement two stages: in the first we calculate the basic statistics, together with the Jarque-Bera (JB) test in order to determine if the series has a normal distribution; second we submit the data to ordering in so as to rank the adjustments of theoretical distributions. We use return performance compounded continually as the variable for the study, considering the advantages mentioned by [1] .
Testing the efficiency market hypothesis
As was illustrated in the theoretical listing, different tests are available to prove the EMH. This study will first proceed to apply the nonparametric tests (Runs and BDS) with the purpose of identifying whether rising returns are independent and identically distributed, or rather fitting version RW1 of the Random Walk. Similarly, to prove version RW3 we estimate the LB test, which together with the corresponding correlation analysis suggested by Bartlett, seek to identify the returns that are not correlated.
The nonparametric runs test or the Wald-Wolfowitz [14] test, seek to test the hypothesis of market efficiency by contradicting the RW1, using this as a basis for the number of series (R) found in the sequence, so that small or large quantities of R imply no randomness in price generation. This variable behaves asymptotically as a normal distribution, that when standardized generates a discrete statistic for the eq. (1).
Runs Test.
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Where n 1 is the number of returns above the mean and n 2 is the number of returns below the mean, we reject the i.i.d return if the value of p is less than 5%.
BDS Test. The BDS test developed by Brock et al, and implemented in 1996 together with LeBaron [15] , is characterized for being a nonparametric statistical test strongly tending away from linear and non-linear structures [16] , which seeks to prove the null hypothesis that a temporary series is i.i.d The theoretical explanation of this test proves, in part, the fact that when using a series of n returns R of a financial stock, which follows some function of distribution f (R ~ f), that upon determining an epsilon (ε) greater than zero and less than a rangeR, or 0 < ε < [Max(R)-Min(R)]. The BDS test hypothesis is H 0 ∶ P m = P 1 m . In order to obtain probability , we use correlation integral , (ε) [17] and [18] . So that with an immersion and a distance of ε with n observations, the statistic is defined by the eq. (2).
Once the BDS test is completed and following the recommendations of previous tests [19] which suggest estimating the tests for various epsilons in order to substantiate their acceptance or rejection, using four different epsilons: 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 typical deviations of the data. We use dimensions = {2-6} with the intent of observing the statistical behavior as grows.
On the other hand, to find the self-correlation in stocks returns, it is used the Bartlett test and the Ljung-Box Q test, which are shown below.
Ljung-Box Test.
This test is a variation of the Box and Pierce Q test, which seeks to prove that, the hypothesis that the m coefficients of Autocorrelation are simultaneously zero [20] . The statistic LB is defined by eq. (3).
Where is the size of the sample and is the lag. The null hypothesis is rejected if p_value <5%.
Bartlett Test.
This proof analyze the individual hypothesis that "some" of the Autocorrelations are other than zero, and to this end we turn to what Bartlett demonstrated [21] , meaning that if a time series is purely random (white noise), the coefficients of correlation behave asymptotically like a normal distribution with mean of zero and variance of1/n, in which case the 95% confidence level for any ρ k is defined as ±1.96(√σ 2 ) ó ±1.96 * √1 n ⁄ .
RESULTS
Following are the results of the statistical tests described in the methodology, and appearing in the very same order:
Preliminary series analysis
In Table 2 , we see the first four moments for the data, their maximums and minimum values and the probability for type I errors in the Jarque-Bera statistic. From the statistical data, we can see that the skewness and kurtosis of different financial instruments do not correspond to the characteristics of a normal distribution, especially in the fourth moment, which for all cases is higher than the typical 3 for ormal distribution. Another important observation is the fact that the minimums and maximums in the series are more than the standard ±6 deviations, showing long tails in the distributions, which is also not typical of a normal distribution. The mean and median of the different stocks approach zero, but are different one from another, contradicting the equality which these two parameters should share in a normal distribution. In summary, from the basic statistics the following may be observed: strong leptokurtosis in all stocks; asymmetry, most especially with Ecopetrol and Cemargos; distributions largely reflecting maximum and minimum values, which leads to the conclusion that none of the analyzed series behaves as a normal distribution, however the Pacific Rubiales share can be deemed the stock which most closely resembles a normal distribution. The presumptive abnormality of the series, detected through the analysis of the first four moments, is confirmed by the Jarque-Bera test, as shown in the data from Table 2 , wherein different financial stocks show P values and JB equal to zero in all cases, thereby rejecting the normality hypothesis of the instruments.
Moreover, after performing the adjustment tests through the  2 statistic, we see that the distribution that best describes the majority of the series is Logistic, which ranks first in 83% of assets, while, the normal distribution comes out in second place in 4 of the 6 series analyzed, thus supporting the results from the basic statistics and the Jarque-Bera test previously analyzed. Below we proceed to perform a statistical inference to determine whether the returns behave like Random Walks 1 and 3.
Runs test
From Table 3 we deduce that for most of the stocks the returns are not i.i.d, except Ecopetrol and PREC. This can be owed to the fact that from their inception these are the two national stocks with the highest trading volumes in the country (Table 1) .
BDS test
The Table 4 shows the results from the BDS test, from which we may conclude that the different financial series not show i.i.d, as evidenced by the fact that in all calculations the In much the same way we can see that even as we increase epsilon, the hypothesis must still be rejected, because generally the value of the statistic is greater than 10, producing p_values of zero for all stocks, epsilons and dimensions given. Note that as the dimension is increased, the statistic generally grows as well, thus ratifying the rejection of 0 ∶ = 1 The results of the BDS test are coherent and consistent with previous investigations [22] , [1] and [15] in the sense that this test has strong potential to detect linear and non-linear structures, and it is for this reason that we reject the i.i.d hypothesis for all stocks, indicating that the Colombian financial series contain some type of structure. 
Serial correlation analysis
To contrast the LB and Bartlett tests we will proceed in the following way: first, with the intent of evaluating the IGBC over time, we estimate the tests, dividing the study period into smaller groups of 520 observations each, spanning over the period from January 2, 2002 to August 31, 2002 (Table 5) ; secondly, we evaluate the data for the entire analysis period (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) .
To decide the number of moments there is reference to Tsay [23] , who basing in simulation studies, suggests taking m ≈ ln(n), Therefore, for this study, we consider it appropriate to use up to 5 lags.
Upon observing the IGBC data in Table 5 , we find that the p_value of the LB test is zero both for the entire period and for the two first sub-periods, thus rejecting the hypothesis of randomness until 2006, so that for the three remaining periods from 2006 to 2012 we do not reject a randomness theory for the prices in the Index, in other words, we find an improvement in the market efficiency following 2006. Note also that the highest values for type 1 errors for the combined LB test appear in the sub-period 2008 -2010.
Moreover, taking into account the Bartlett test, Table 5 highlights different periods, the significant Autocorrelations from the first moment (and fourth in sub-periods 1 and 5), which can be interpreted to mean that the Index could at least present an auto-regressive model of the first order. Again in the period 2008-2010 we reject the individual hypothesis that the moments are significant, reaffirming Random Walk 3 for this period.
In Table 6 we evaluate the shares over the period from January 2, 2002 to August 31, 2002 (Table 6) .
Upon analyzing the data in Table 6 , we find that for the Ecopetrol and Cemargos stocks, we do not reject the combined hypothesis which asserts that the autocorrelations are zero and this because of the evidence of randomness in the stocks. The opposite occurs in the case of the PREC, PFBCOLOM and Gruposura series; these reveal significant Autocorrelations in some of their moments, a reflection of non-randomness. As respects the significant individual Bartlett test, we again see what we have already evidenced since it identifies serial correlation in the first moment for PREC, PFBCOLOM and Gruposura.
Note that in the analysis of the series test, the two stocks with the most random profiles are Ecopetrol and PREC, while in the Autocorrelation analysis, the other stocks illustrate the same phenomenon are Ecopetrol and Cemargos, meaning that Ecopetrol meets the conditions of Random Walk 1 and Random Walk 3.
CONCLUSIONS
Through the analysis of the first four moments and the Jarque-Bera test, we find that the main financial stocks in Colombia do not follow a normal distribution, which is ratified by the analysis of statistic  2 , further illustrating that the stock which best fits the financial series is Logistic, and notwithstanding the importance of the ranking of the adjustments, the normal distribution occupies second and third place for the four stocks (IGBC, PREC, Gruposura and Cemargos), which stocks represent 30% of the Colombian market.
Upon proving EMH through series tests, the BDS test, LB and Bartlett tests, we deduce that for the entire evaluated period (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) , the Colombian market lacks weak market efficiency. For the IGBC we also find that breaking down the period into sub-periods we see an improvement in the efficient markets hypothesis for the 2008 to 2010 period.
We see evidence of serial correlation between 5% and 20% in the IGBC, PREC, PFBCOLOM and Gruposura stocks, concentrated principally in the first moment, which leads to the conclusion that the price of these stocks may be partly explained by Random Walk 1.
